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Based on the SEEP report regarding metrics for sustainability, more than 160 participants discussed 
potential implementation approaches for the proposed indicators framework at 19 so called World 
Café tables in the 5 official ICAC languages on October 1. 
 
Most of the discussion groups were agreeing on the following three aspects: 
 

1. The measurement framework needs country-specific implementation structures. Seen with 
international perspective, the cotton sector is too heterogeneous to allow the same model to 
be rolled out in all cotton producing countries. 

 
2. The implementation of the framework should not lead to any discrimination of any country or 

region within the cotton sector. 
 

3. An idea that was developed by several group tables was to establish a national multi-
stakeholder consultation board that is jointly defining the implementation steps and also 
determines the roles of different national value chain actors in order to share the 
responsibilities of data collection. 

 
Not unexpected for such a multi-faceted issue like measuring sustainability, there were also 
controversial issues listed by table reporters: 
 

• Should the data collection be voluntarily or compulsory  
• should it work via self assessments or via third data assessments 
• Does it aim to better compare cotton with other fibres or rather to compare different cottons 

within the sctor internally; 
• How far shall the date be internal or external? 

Internal or external data  
Use of data? E.g. promotion potential, approved buyers’ lists, internal progress 

• Weighting of indicators towards each other? 
• Shall the numbers of indicators be reduced further `? 

 
The groups came with creative and substantial suggestion, what measures could be taken to prepare 
the implementation of measurement of indicators: 
 
Conduct pilot studies to test out the feasibility of each indicator 
Compile an inventory of already existing national and local data gathering schemes in order to search 
for synergies 
Develop capacity building schemes for people that are assigned for data collection (eg as mandated 
by the national boards as mentioned in suggestion 3) 
Develop a scheme that allows to learn from the data aiming at improvements of the production. 
 



As second world café round, conducted in the forenoon of October 02, gave the discussion group the 
task to check the indicators set for potential candidates that should be left out or to identify indicators 
that were missing. The results will be fed into the further work of SEEP. 


